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Sports Photography: How to Capture Action and EmotionAllworth Press, 2007
For professional photographers, sports fans, proud parents, and anyone who wants to capture great sports pictures, this is the ultimate guide to sports photography. Seasoned sports photographer Peter Skinner uses 211 stunning examples from the work of Walter Ioss, Ben Chen, Bob Gomel, Duane Hart, Mark Johnson, and six other renowned...
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Beginning DirectX 10 Game ProgrammingCourse Technology PTR, 2007
Discover the exciting world of game programming and 3D graphics creation using DirectX 10!  "Beginning DirectX® 10 Game Progmramming" is an introductory guide to creating fantastic graphics, amazing creatures, and realistic worlds for games.  Written specifically for the beginner programmer, the book uses step-by-step instructions to...
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Microsoft SharePoint 2010 Enterprise Applications on Windows Phone 7Packt Publishing, 2011

	In 2009, Microsoft Chairman Bill Gates announced the company's leading web application platform for organizations, SharePoint, has exceeded 1 billion dollars in profits with over 100 million licenses sold. I was in the audience when he said that and couldn't help but reflect on how far SharePoint has come in less than a decade. In the...
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Wireless Information Networks (Wiley Series in Telecommunications and Signal Processing)John Wiley & Sons, 2005
Towards location aware mobile ad hoc sensors
A Systems Engineering Approach to Wireless Information Networks     

The Second Edition of this internationally respected textbook brings readers fully up to date with the myriad of developments in wireless communications. When first published in 1995, wireless communications was synonymous...
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Advances in Artificial General Intelligence: Concepts, Architectures and Algorithms (Frontiers in Artificial Intelligence and Applications)IOS Press, 2007
The topic of this book - the creation of software programs displaying broad, deep, human-style general intelligence - is a grand and ambitious one. And yet it is far from a frivolous one: what the papers in this publication illustrate is that it is a fit and proper subject for serious science and engineering exploration. No one has yet created a...
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Van Halen: Exuberant California, Zen Rock'n'roll (Reverb)Reaktion Books, 2012

	Van Halen are known for classic songs like “Runnin’ with the Devil,” "Panama,” and “Jump,” but also for the drama surrounding the exits of its former members. While many have attempted to discover the secrets of Van Halen through an analysis of their musical role models, John Scanlan looks at...
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Programming Amazon EC2O'Reilly, 2011

	Thank you for picking up a copy of this book. Amazon Web Services (AWS) has amazed
	everyone: Amazon has made lots of friends, and all its “enemies” are too busy admiring
	AWS to do much fighting back. At the moment, there is no comparable public Infrastructure
	as a Service (IaaS); AWS offers the services at a scale that has...
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A Programmer's Introduction to Visual Basic.NET (Kaleidoscope)Sams Publishing, 2001
Do you remember the moment when you wrote your first Visual Basic application? For some people, that moment happened ten years ago, when Microsoft released Visual Basic 1.0 in 1991. For others, that moment comes today, when they use Visual Basic.NET for the first time. Whenever it happens, you experience a feeling familiar to all VB programmers:...
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Becoming Immortal: Combining Cloning and Stem-Cell TherapyUniversity of New York, 2002

	Expecting to relax during a routine flight home, I casually glanced through

	the contents of the airline’s magazine and practically suffered a heart attack.

	The first feature article was entitled, “How to Live Forever”! Believing for

	a moment that Becoming Immortal had been scooped, I tore through the

	magazine...
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Mac OS X and the Digital LifestylePremier Press, 2002
As a dedicated Mac user, you have experienced the power that applications like iMovie, iDVD, and iTunes can give you over your digital media. Ever wonder what you could do if you combined these tools with QuickTime, iPhoto, and iTools? The result is a complete digital lifestyle that allows you to master your digital domain. Mac OS X and the Digital...
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The Texas Chain Saw Massacre: The Film That Terrified a Rattled NationSkyhorse Publishing, 2019

	Lanza turns his attentions to the production, reception, social climate, and impact of a movie that rattled the American psyche in the wake of Nixon, Watergate, and Vietnam.

	

	When Tobe Hooper’s low-budget slasher film, The Texas Chainsaw Massacre, opened in theaters in 1974, it was met in equal measure...
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The BIOS Companion: The book that doesn't come with your motherboard!BookSurge Publishing, 2004
The instructions that turn a PC into a useful machine come in three stages, starting with application programs, which are loaded by an operating system, which in turn is loaded by a bootstrap loader in the BIOS (the Basic Input/Output System). There are several in a PC, a good example being the one on the video card that controls the interface...
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